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Abstract 

This work was done owing to the recent need to carefully locate linguistic issues 

within the field of science. Though often described as the scientific study of language, 

linguistics as a discipline has always found its place within the arts and social sciences. 

After a discussion on the innatist and empiricist theories of language acquisition by 

Noam Chomsky and B. F. Skinner, respectively, four single paragraph texts written in 

the three major Nigerian languages and English, all of which constitute the data for 

this study, were systematically examined using some of the linguistic theories 

discussed. Consequently, the analysis revealed that no adequate language study can be 

carried out without a scientific method being used. It equally becomes evident through 

the work that any formal, acceptable, human parlance only assumes its status as a 

medium of communication when it has undergone some form of empirical scrutiny 

and attendant codification. It is thus suggested that language studies be considered 

scientific projects, as this will in turn provide a meeting point between linguistics and 

other disciplines both in the natural and physical sciences. 
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Introduction 

Linguistics has over the years been regarded as a scientific study of language while 

language itself has often been described as a medium through which humans express   

their thoughts and ideas. Holmes (2013), for example, says that languages provide us a 

variety of ways of saying things. In the opinion of Syal and Jindal (2014), language 

gives shape to people’s thoughts, and guides and controls their entire activity. 

Language is therefore a vital tool in the hands of humans, for it is the means by which 

they find expression, engage in meaningful interactions, protect and project their 

cultural values and pass such down from one generation to another. It is the invaluable 

status of language which has prompted ancient philosophers and linguists in different 

ages to conduct studies on its form and structure. Ancient researchers attempted 
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prescribing rules for the usage of grammar; others preferred describing language 

according to function; while more recent scholars relate language to meaning. Thus, 

this study attempts to examine some of the theories and methods of analyzing 

language, which are deemed as scientific. Specific texts taken from three major 

Nigerian languages, as well as the English language, are analysed as samples. 

  

Linguistics as Science  

What is Science? Science has been defined by the Oxford Advanced Learners’ 

Dictionary as “the study of the structure and behaviour of the physical and natural 

world and society, especially through observation and experiment”. Similarly, Syal and 

Jindal (2014) believe that science represents any knowledge that is based on clear, 

systematic and rational   understanding, while Lyons (2009) is of the view that the 

hallmark of science is empiricism. 

 

Since science can be viewed as the form of knowledge involving a systematic study of 

structures, concepts and behaviour of the society and world through empirical 

methods, then, linguistics can be considered a purely scientific phenomenon. 

Linguistics studies language and language like other natural phenomena (physics and 

biology, for instance)   is objective. It involves components that can be studied using 

observable processes. 

 

An essential aspect of language, for example, is the spoken form. Hence, Lyons (2009) 

describes it as the natural or primary medium of human language. He further states 

that the study of sound is of more central importance in linguistics than the study of 

written letters. It is that aspect of linguistics which studies the occurrence of organized 

sound sequences human beings make in the process of speech. Production of different 

speech sounds requires a careful movement of the vocal organs. In acoustic phonetics, 

these sounds can be heard and even seen through the use of laboratory equipment as 

they are being pronounced and the different speech organs seen as they move during 

the process. Speech sounds have also been classified into various groups, such as 

vowels and consonants. Vowels have been further classified into long and short, 

monothong and diphthong, among others. Consonants have been grouped into labial, 

bilabial, glottal, plosives, fricatives and others, according to their manner and place of 

articulation. Another aspect of language is the written form. Researchers consider 

morphemes, words, sentences and longer structures as the graphic representations of 

the spoken word.  
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All these have been arrived at only through careful experimentation, observation and 

organization by linguists. Thus, earlier philosopher-linguists, such as Plato, Aristotle, 

among others, studied the nature, form and functions of speech sounds and written 

language and had come up with various rules and descriptions that govern them. One 

after the other, they collected and examined various language data, beginning with 

phonemes from which they arrived at the morphemes and then larger syntactic units. 

They investigated the connection between lexical items and the functions they 

perform, after which they equally began to classify them into parts of speech, sentence 

types, tenses and aspects of the verb, to mention but a few. More recent linguists like 

Noam Chomsky and M.A.K. Halliday, after applying the decisions of earlier researchers 

to available language data and relating them to context, discovered new approaches to 

the grammaticality and ungrammaticality of language structures.     

 

Other aspects of linguistics which make it a scientific venture are semantics,    

psycholinguistics, pragmatics, discourse analysis and so forth. The manner in which 

each contributes to the scientific nature of language shall be discussed below. 

Semantics which is the scientific study of meaning or the science of meaning is a part 

of language study which involves the analyses of meaning through a careful evaluation 

of human's ability to create meaning. Hence, Leech (1981), in Syal and Jindal (2014), 

states that the aim of semantics is to give a systematic account of the nature of 

meaning. And for this to be done, data is collected from different speech situations and 

subjected to careful scrutiny so that their truth conditions can be known. 

 

Psycholinguistics, an aspect of language study, examines human beings’ mental 

processes which aid the mastery of languages (Carroll, 2004). It takes into 

consideration the processes involved in language acquisition and language learning by 

children and adults alike. These processes were studied by empiricists like B.F. 

Skinner, and the rest. Pragmatics, another aspect, investigates the way in which 

utterances are employed in communicative acts and the role of context and non-

linguistic knowledge in the transmission of meaning. Discourse Analysis examines the 

structure of   texts and conversations. Corpus linguistics observes naturally occurring 

text or films in its computerized investigation of language and studies the variation of 

grammaticality and other characteristics based on such corpora. 
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Skinnerian and Chomskyan Theories of Language Acquisition   

 

Skinnerian (Empirical) Theories of Language Acquisition  

The Skinnerian theory of language acquisition propounded by Skinner (1957) in 

Carroll(2004), based child acquisition of language on the scientific procedure of 

observation and experimentation. Skinner claims that repetition, imitation and 

memorization enhanced by reinforcement, are observable traits and as such are 

reliable methods of language acquisition. That explains why Sapir (1921), a frontline 

Skinnerian, in Syal and Jindal (2001) define language as “A non-instinctive method of 

communicating ideas, emotions and desires by means of a system of voluntarily 

produced symbols”. Sapir believes that a child has the responsibility of learning the 

language of the society in which he is placed since he is born not with any language but 

with only a plain mind which they ,that is, the Skinnerians, Empiricist 

,environmentalists  or behaviourists as they are often called, term tabula rasa.   

 

Another aspect of this theory is the notion of contextual generalization, a term which 

describes a kind of inborn ability children possess to master syntactic facts through 

careful generalization of the use to which a particular word or expression is put from 

the situation in which it appears. For example a little child who always hears his older 

sibling exchanging pleasantries among one another and even with their parents will 

equally do the same and also extend a similar gesture to his toys and even a football. 

 

Also prominent among environmentalist theories is the stimulus-response method. By 

this theory, the empiricists maintain that children acquire their language mainly 

because adults selectively reinforce (or reward) certain responses which the children 

give to certain stimuli (Anyanwu, 2002, in Otagburuagu and Anyanwu, 2002, p.33). If, 

for instance, a child is always rewarded with food each time he mentions the word 

“food” to the mother or other adults around, he will understand the meaning of the 

word and use it in similar situations in future. 

 

Chomskyan (Mentalist/Rationalist) Theories of Language Acquisition   

In the late 1950s, linguists, led by Noam Chomsky (Carroll, 2004), were of the opinion 

that the Skinnerian (behaviorists’) approaches to language acquisition are inadequate. 

They have therefore arrived at rationalist approaches which place emphasis on the 

unobservable properties of the human mind.  The first Chomskyan theory of language 

acquisition is that which stipulates that within every human person there is an innate 

language processing machine which is always concerned with linguistic information 
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no matter how complex that language is. The child uses the hypothesis-making device 

of the UG (Universal Grammar) to form his own rules concerning the regularity of the 

language he has to “acquire” (Otagburuagu & Anyanwu, 2002). 

 

According to Chomsky and other innatists, it is the language acquisition device (LAD) 

available within the child that he uses in forming the deep structure of the language to 

which he is exposed, and, with the passage of time, he constructs and reconstructs his 

grammar until he attains a seeming mastery of the said language using the Noun 

Phrase (NP) and Verb Phrase (VP) structures to represent longer expressions, 

especially by the age of two. Expressions like ‘open door’ which may mean “open the 

door for me”, or “the door is open”, among others, are characteristic of the child’s 

speech at this age. 

 

Another major innatist theory is that which states that the human child is creative and 

is capable of churning out new expressions which the adult had not given him to 

imitate (Otagburuagu & Anyanwu, 2002). Thus, the general children speech reveals a 

structure which shows no sign of imitation of adult speech. He constructs his own 

sentences as the situation demands, in a manner which is entirely peculiar to him. This 

shows that the child, according to the mentalists, contributes to the language 

acquisition process(Chomsky, 1980 cited in Carroll, 2004). 

 

The last language acquisition theory as propounded by Chomskyans reveals that the 

linguistic development of the child is accompanied by some physiological features of 

growth, as the infant advances in age. They claim, for instance, that the growing child 

begins crying at birth and that it is still by way of crying that he expresses his feelings 

and needs till he is about three months old. This they term the crying stage. At this 

time also, the child, they claim, is unable to control his neck, his eyes as well as his 

limbs. After this stage, the child is beginning to gain control of his neck, his eyes and, 

limbs just as he has begun to produce sounds like /a:/ and /i:/ especially when he 

plays with the mother. This takes place between the third and the sixth months of the 

child’s life. 

 

After the cooing stage comes the babbling stage when the child babbles the syllables, 

‘ba’, ‘ma’, ‘pa’, and so forth. Now, it is believed by the naturalists that the plosives easily 

find their way through the lips of the infant as he attempts scratching the itchy gum 

with his tongue. It does not require any imitation or guidance by the parents or other 

adults around. And as he continues to mature physiologically, his grammar also 
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develops naturally till about the seventy-second month when obviously he has 

mastered the essentials of his native language (or first language of contact) that is, its 

deep structure with little or no adult assistance. And as such, he has attained the 

necessary linguistic ability. 

 

These afore-mentioned philosophers/linguists were only able to arrive at the above 

conclusion after careful monitoring and experimentations involving children within 

the ages of zero and seventy two months. Their conclusions gave rise to different 

linguistic theories, many of which are still applicable today.  

 

Data Analysis: Linguistic Analysis of Selected Texts in some Nigerian Languages 

The data for this study which comprise four single paragraph texts written in English 

language and three of the major Nigerian languages – Yoruba, Igbo, Hausa, 

respectively, are examined below in the light of the earlier discussions. 

 

Data A: The Text in English  

“The advantages of monogamous family are: There is complete love between 

father, mother and their children. The father gives all the children individual 

attention. There is a strong bond among them and quarrelling and hatred are 

minimized” (Obiakor,2015 in Nwizu, 2015). 

 

Analysis:  

The above text reveals that the spoken English has been codified for easy 

comprehension and proper standardization. Holmes (2013) opines that the 

codification process was accelerated in the case of English by the introduction of 

printing in 1479, when William Caxton, the first English printer, set up his printing 

press in Westminster. He used the speech of the London area as the basis for his 

translation. 

 

Hence, text A above reveals some grammatical, phonological, semantic concepts 

among others. These, according to Skinner and Chomsky, are only learned by the child 

after the initial acquisition of English (or any other standard human language). This, 

they believe, only begins at about the age of five when the child must have acquired 

the deep structures of his native language. 

 

The words ‘father’ and ‘mother’, for instance, are common nouns. They belong to this 

category of nouns as revealed by early Greek linguists/philosophers who through 
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careful experimentation and examination of the form and usage of various spoken 

words classified them as such. However, a careful study of the pronunciation of the 

two words reveals that we process speech differently from letters of the alphabet 

(Carroll, 2004). This is because while each of them is a combination of six letters (also 

known as morphemes), as in F, A, T, H, E, R = father and M, O, T, H, E, R = Mother, they 

both have five speech sounds (also known as phonemes) each. ‘Father’ is represented 

phonetically as /fa:ðə(r)/ while mother is transcribed as /mʌðə(r)/.  

 

This can be better understood through a scientific examination of the acoustic 

structure of speech sounds, where it is revealed that speech segments are produced so 

speedily such that a number of sounds can be pronounced at about the same time. This 

issue is basically the concern of acoustic phonetics. 

 

Data B: The Text in Igbo Language       

        Uru ezinaulo otu mpuke bara bu:- Ihunanya zuruoke n’etiti nna, nne 

        na ųmųntak𝒊ri ha. Anya nna n𝒂 -ahuzų ųmųntakiri ya. Ha-na-enwe 

        mmetuta na esemoku na adi ntakiri (Obiakor 2015 in Nwizu, 2015). 

 

Analysis:  

The above text which is the Igbo version of Data A above also contains words which 

have been realized by combining letters of the Igbo alphabet. The Igbo alphabet has 36 

letters which are written in the form below: 

A         B        CH      D      E    F  G       GB     GH    GW      H      I        I      J        K         

KP      KW      L        M      N        N       NW   NY     O        O        P     R        S SH     T   

U U        V        W      Y        Z   

(Source: Nwizu, 2015) 

 

The Igbo alphabet or mkpuruedemede Igbo has twenty-eight consonants 

(Mgbochiume Igbo) and eight vowels (Udaume Igbo) all of which have their phonemic 

equivalents when represented phonetically. Igbo Scholars equally got the language 

codified so that spoken Igbo words might be easily written down. They therefore build 

on the beliefs of Skinner, that language codification and acquisition are primarily 

empirical as both emerge only through scientific procedure of observation and 

experimentation. Hence, the child who seeks to employ the Igbo language in his/her 

day-to-day interaction must be consciously taught and guided by older adults and 

teachers. 
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The text reveals that every standard language variety has syntactic arrangement 

which is only realized after careful examination. For instance, early researches on the 

Igbo language reveal that any word which begins with a light vowel must end with a 

light vowel (Nwizu, 2015 in Nwizu 2015). Light vowels (Udaume Ife) are said to be 

written with diacritics (.) except ‘a’, while heavy vowels (Udaume Aru) generally do 

not have diacritics. Hence, a word like “umuntakiri” in our text begins with a light 

vowel (u) and ends with another light vowel (i). 

 

It is thus noteworthy to stress that the Igbo language equally encourages kinship as 

revealed in the text above as words like nne, nna, for instance, are present in the 

language too. 

 

Data C: The Text in Yoruba Language                

              𝑨 won 𝒂 nf𝒂 𝒂 n𝒊  eb𝒊  on𝒊 y𝒂 w𝒐  kan n𝒊  y𝒊 𝒊  :- 𝒊 f𝒆  t𝒐  p𝒆 ye m𝒂  a 𝒏  w𝒂  l𝒂 ́ 𝒂 rin b𝒂 b𝒂 ,                           

              𝒊 y𝒂 , 𝒂 ti 𝒂 won omo won. B𝒂 b𝒂  m𝒂 a 𝒏  f𝒖 n omo k𝒐 𝒐 kan n𝒊  𝒊 t𝒐 j𝒖  t𝒐 t𝒐 . W𝒐 n s𝒊  

              m𝒂 a 𝒏  w𝒂  n𝒊  𝒊 s𝒐 kan l𝒐 p𝒐 lop𝒐  𝒂 ti p𝒆 , 𝒊 j𝒂  𝒂 ti 𝒊 k𝒐 rira k𝒊 𝒊  fi b𝒆 𝒆  w𝒐 p𝒐  l𝒂 𝒂 rin 

              won. 

   

Analysis: 

The above text is the Yoruba version of Data A. It reveals also that the language being a 

standard parlance has been codified and standardized for official use. It has its 

phonetics readily portrayed through the prosodic tonal indications on the vowels in 

our text. The tones (ami ori oro) are of three types namely, ‘do’ (\), ‘re’ (-) and ‘mi-(/). 

The ‘do’ tone is low, the ‘m’ is high while the ‘re’ is midway between high and low and 

as such is often not represented with any sign. For instance “ife” and “baba” above 

have the low/high tones. 

 

Though Chomsky (1980), as cited in Carroll (2004), is of the view that any language 

can be acquired by the child without official means, this assumption is only 

foundational, because the grammar, phonetics and other concepts of the language can 

only be mastered consciously either in the educational institutions or through total 

immersion among the native speakers of the language. The Skinnerians’ claim that a 

child has the responsibility of learning the language of the society in which he is placed 

since he is born not with any language but with only a plain mind clearly justifies this.   

 

Also important is the notion of monogamy (ebi oniyawokan) discussed in the text. It is 

through the study of the society that one appreciates the concept. Polygamy used to be 
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more pronounced in the Yourba setting as any man who married more than one wife 

was then considered wealthy. However current financial realities have brought the 

practice to a decline. Hence, families with only one ‘baba’ and ‘iya’ (that is, father and 

mother) ‘ati awon omo won’ (and only their children) are more common in Yoruba 

land today. 

 

Data D: The Text in Hausa Language 

“Anfanin Karamin Iyali she ne:- Akwai Wanzuwar kauna tsakanin maita da miji 

da ‘yaiyansu. Mai gida (Uba) kam ba duk’ ya’yansa kulawa ta musamman kuma 

za su shaku da suna so sai, b aa ci’ka samun fada da kyamar juna ba a irin 

wanna zaman iyali.” 

 

Analysis: 

Data D above, which is the Hausa version of data A, reveals that the third major 

Nigerian language here discussed also went through several examinations which have 

brought about its codification. Though reputed to be the simplest language which 

makes for easy acquisition not only by the little child but also anyone who cares to 

learn it, there is still the need for conscious effort on the part of any intending learner 

because of its standardization. 

 

This standardization was an empirical process. Now letters can be put together to 

form words and other longer linguistic units. Its vowels (wasulla) are different from 

the consonants (bakake), all carrying meanings which are context related. All these 

have been put together through collection and analysis of data in scientific ways.                        

 

Conclusion 

All these efforts by linguists to arrive at language description, theories and use are 

empirical in nature. The processes and procedures are similar to those characteristic 

of the physical sciences. Although most data analysis methods in linguistics are theory 

based, it does not however make language study a less scientific task, as it is very clear 

that no scientific observation is totally devoid of some theory. Most hypotheses are 

based on one theory or the other, the validity or not of which is checked through 

experimentation and the result often generating further theories. 

 

Therefore, since linguistics involves systematic data collection, observation and 

analysis, it is a scientific enterprise, the fact that it is often grouped with courses in the 

social sciences and humanities, notwithstanding. 
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